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the seventh edition of economics places emphasis on real world examples and critical thinking skills and has been thoroughly
revised and updated the convocation records of the churches of england and ireland are the principal source of our information
about the administration of those churches from middle ages until modern times they contain the minutes of clergy synods the
legislation passed by them tax assessments imposed by the king on the clergy and accounts of the great debates about religious
reformation they also include records of heresy trials in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries many of them connected with the
spread of lollardy however they have never before been edited or published in full and their publication as a complete set of
documents provides a valuable resource for scholarship this volume contains a full account of the convocation controversy in its
first phase making use of the act books of both the upper and the lower house as well as of eye witness accounts which have
survived from other sources most of this material has never been published before or is available only in rare eighteenth century
editions which invariably reflect a partisan stance and therefore reproduce only part of the evidence an appendix gives a
complete bibliography of the controversy includes regular and extra sessions this volume contains original refereed worldwide
contributions they were prompted by presentations made at the ninth amctm conference held in g teborg sweden in june 2011
on the theme of advanced mathematical and computational tools in metrology and also in the title of this book series in testing
the themes in this volume reflect the importance of the mathematical statistical and numerical tools and techniques in
metrology and testing and also in keeping the challenge promoted by the metre convention to access a mutual recognition for
the measurement standards the new eco architecture builds a historical bridge between architectural science and design it
seeks to address neglected aspects of the modern movement as a prelude to supporting a diversity of architectural insight and
experimentation aimed at twenty first century environmental needs and priorities the attitudes and influences of renowned
figures are re examined in relation to current issues of architectural sustainability by setting today s green architectural quest
within a twentieth century context and evaluating the main protagonists with regard to a modern eco sensitive lineage the book
will be of primary interest to architectural students academics and practitioners however it should also intrigue historians
theoreticians and critics who tend to gloss over such issues as well as other disciplines engaged with the built environment care
conservation of manuscripts volume 9 proceedings of the eighth international seminar held at the university of copenhagen 14th
to 15th april 2005 during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries religious zeal nourished by the mendicants sense of purpose
motivated dominican and franciscan friars to venture far beyond europe s cultural frontiers to spread their christian faith into the
farthest reaches of asia their incredible journeys were reminiscent of heroic missionary ventures in earlier eras and far more
exotic than evangelization during the tenth through twelfth centuries when the western church christianized eastern europe and
scandinavia this new mission effort was stimulated by a variety of factors and facilitated by the establishment of the mongol
empire and as the fourteenth century dawned missionaries entertained fervent but vain hopes of success within khanates in
china central asia persia and kipchak the reports these missionaries sent back to europe have fascinated successive generations
of historians who analyzed their travels and struggled to understand their motives and aspirations the essays selected for this
volume drawn from a range of twentieth century historians and contextualized in the introduction provide a comprehensive
overview of missionary efforts in asia and of the developments in the secular world that both made them possible and
encouraged the missionaries hopes for success three of the studies have been translated from french specially for publication in
this volume issues for 1860 1866 67 1869 1872 include directories of covington and newport kentucky the ten commandments
and the beatitudes are often considered significant texts for the christian moral life however most interpretations of these
passages either focus on the original meaning of the text or how the texts should impact ordinary living today in the ten
commandments and the beatitudes yiu sing l c s chan brings together biblical studies and christian ethics to look at these
foundational texts in a new way for each passage chan asks both what the texts meant and what they mean today he helps
readers to carefully study the text s original meaning then interpret the text within a sound ethical framework the ten
commandments and the beatitudes is an excellent introduction to key concepts in biblical studies and christian ethics that
combines sound study with warmth and wisdom
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